Learning at Laura Primary
What been happening at Laura PS? Have a look....

Students have been very busy lately with:
• Science Week experiments and Dress Ups
• Book week shared reading with Gladstone HS
  year 10 students and the Laura Kindy
• Sports Day practice
• General learning as well – never a dull moment
  at Laura PS.
• Check out more photos in the newsletter and
  the Front Office from Monday....

Have a great fortnight - Kelly

Reminder: Sports Day
Opening Ceremony Thurs
September 22nd 9am
Sports Day Fri Sept. 23rd

Tess Cleggett
received this award for
a high standard of
work in all areas and
for striving to do her
best in all aspects of
school.
Well done Tess!

Jackson Staker
received this award for
excellent Maths and
reading and putting
100% effort into
problem solving tasks.
Well done Jackson!

Reminder
STUDENT
FREE DAY
TOMORROW
August 26th

ATTENDANCE
WEEK 3 - 93.7 %

STUDENT OF THE WEEK

Jackson Staker
received this award for
excellent Maths and
reading and putting
100% effort into
problem solving tasks.
Well done Jackson!

Tess Cleggett
received this award for
a high standard of
work in all areas and
for striving to do her
best in all aspects of
school.
Well done Tess!
R/1
“Let’s Recycle”
Hailey Zwar
Sophie Clogg
Lucy Cameron

R/1
“Protect Our Rainforest”
Harry Staker
Kayden Mill

2/3
“Mr. Garby”
Lucy Clogg
Clay Adams

2/3
“Save Our Native Animals”
Isabelle Jackson,
Makayla Fennell
Talia Ziepes

4/5
“Pollution Picker”
Jackson Staker
Angus McCallum

4/5
“The Oxygen Tree”
Thomas Smith
Kathryn Zanker

6/7
“Choose Your Future”
George Klemm
Shavana Gronemyer

4/5
“Respect Nature”
Adam Wegner
Charlie Winter
RECOGNITION AWARDS

Week 3 & 4

Jake Schultz – for excellent participation in class discussions about the Olympics.
Charlie Winter – for producing pleasing home work.
Nicholas Venables – for fantastic work in maths, completing all tasks efficiently.
Lucy Kleinig – for being co-operative & kind and interesting story writing.
Lucy Clogg – for showing leadership in group tasks.
Nicki Zanker – for improved editing skills.
Jobe Stevens – for improvement in all writing skills.
Makayla Fennell – for having a go at difficult maths tasks.
Angus Kleinig – for better time management.

Tom Winter – for making a significant improvement with his writing.
Angus McCallum – for working well with ‘time in Maths.
Adam Wegner and Lillie Shepherdson – for an excellent ‘time’ assessment in Maths.
Destiny Catford – for concentrating hard in spelling and neater bookwork.
Chloe Nettle – for consistently working at a high standard.
Rohan Smith – for always trying to do his best work in writing and spelling.
Taylah Palmer and Thomas Smith – for valuable contributions to Science tasks.
Rhys Schultz, Hannah Zanker and Kathryn Zanker – for an exceptional effort in reaching their reading target.

SSO WEEK

Thankyou to the teaching staff who spoilt us with a beautiful morning tea and to all the students for the lovely card.
Catharine, Catherine, Bern and Judith

We also said farewell to Hilary Ferguson who took Lyn Moore’s place in the R/1 classroom for Weeks 1-4. The children were sad to see Hilary go but also excited to have Mrs. Moore back. Thankyou Hilary.

SAPS AS A NEWS

Casey Cleggett, Georgia Winter and Dusty Nayda-Carter had a great week in Adelaide last week competing in the SAPSASA Netball/Football Carnival. They had great fun meeting new friends and playing sport at another level.

SAPSASA Athletics trials were held yesterday in Jamestown. Several of our students competed and had a great day. Students that were successful will compete in Adelaide later in the year. Good luck!
LAURA COUNTRY MUSIC FESTIVAL
ART AWARDS

R/1/2
1st – Jobe Stevens, 2nd – Tess Cleggett, 3rd – Hailey Zwar
3/4/5
1st – Tate Nettle, 2nd – Angus McCallum, 3rd – Adam Wegner
6/7
1st – George Klemm, 2nd – Casey Cleggett, 3rd – Georgia Winter

CONGRATULATIONS!

MINI OLYMPICS were held as lunchtime activities during the Olympics. Here we can see students in a swimming competition. Other events included; limbo low jump, standing long jump, straw javelin, frisbee discus, beanbag shot put and mini golf were some of the events available to have a try at. We enjoyed beautiful weather for these events.

CONGRATULATIONS!
This year Lillie, Jez and Daisy entered items into the Crystal Brook show. Their entries were a great effort and they were rewarded with various Prizes. Well done.
COMMUNITY NOTICES

GLADSTONE SWIMMING POOL AGM

Tuesday 13th September

7.30pm at the Gilbert White Community Centre

(formally the RSL rooms) Fifth Street, Gladstone

LOST PROPERTY

The Lost Property box is RIDICULOUS! We have given up returning items to students as when we do they beat us back to this box by that afternoon. Could parents please talk to their children asking them to be more vigilant with their clothing and personal items. Also if your child is missing items please feel free to come and check this box! Once again a name on jumpers, pants, tops etc. would be a great help, thank you.